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Figure 4‐19. Carbon Monitoring Flux System. (Left) Observations that drive land, ocean, and anthropogenic 
models. These are then used to drive an atmospheric CO2 transport model. SIF does not require the 
transport model. CO2 and SIF from this model and then compared with satellite observations. The optimal 
GPP and Rh are calculated by minimizing the cost function, C(x). 
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4. Outcome	of	the	study	
4.3 Retrieval	of	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	ground	and	space	
4.3.1 Introduction	
As	outlined	in	the	previous	sections,	SIF	provides	both	complementary	and	new	information	
compared	to	common	remotely	sensed	vegetation	information.	The	following	are	the	main	
differences:	
1 SIF	is	an	emission	signal	from	the	surface,	fundamentally	different	from	common	
remote	sensing	products	based	on	reflectances.	
2 SIF	is	a	measure	of	actual	photosynthetic	rates,	not	potential	ones	
3 SIF	is	directly	proportional	to	absorbed	photosynthetic	radiation	APAR	but	is	only	
sensitive	to	APAR	seen	by	chlorophyll;	SIF	is	not	sensitive	to	other,	
nonphotosynthesizing	parts	of	the	plant	and/or	soil/surfaces.	In	other	words,	SIF	is	a	
direct	measurement	of	APAR.	
The	potential	of	performing	remotely	sensed	chlorophyll	fluorescence	measurements	was	
first	recognized	by	the	European	community	and	triggered	by	the	FLEX	mission	proposal	to	
ESA	in	response	to	the	8th	Call	for	Earth	Explorers.	FLEX	is	now	competing	with	Carbon	
Monitoring	Satellite	(CarbonSat)	in	the	final	selection	stage.	
The	retrieval	concept	behind	FLEX	is	based	on	the	in‐filling	of	atmospheric	oxygen	
absorption	bands	(O2‐A	band	at	760	nm	and	O2‐B	band	at	685	nm).	At	the	same	time,	a	new	
generation	of	satellites	dedicated	to	accurately	measuring	greenhouse	gases	features	high‐
resolution	spectrometers	covering	the	O2‐A	band.	It	has	been	recognized	that	Fraunhofer	
lines	(solar	absorption	features)	in	the	vicinity	of	the	O2‐A	band	can	actually	be	employed	to	
accurately	retrieve	fluorescence	(Joiner	et	al.,	2011;	Frankenberg	et	al.,	2011a,b)	and	thereby	
also	circumvent	potential	interferences	with	the	impact	of	atmospheric	scattering	on	the	
oxygen	bands.	This	led	to	the	first	global	retrievals	of	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	space	
(Joiner	et	al.	2011,	Frankenberg	et	al.	2011b,	Guanter	et	al.,	2012)	using	spectra	recorded	by	
the	Japanese	GOSAT	satellite	(Hamazaki	et	al.,	2005).	These	measurements,	even	without	
explicit	biophysical	modeling	of	fluorescence	(such	as	in	van	der	Tol	et	al.,	2009),	were	found	
to	correlate	very	well	with	current	best‐model	estimates	of	terrestrial	GPP	(Beer	et	al.,	2010;	
Jung	et	al.,	2011).	This	finding—along	with	GOSAT’s	newly	found	potential	of	actually	using	
Fraunhofer	lines	near	the	O2‐A	band	for	accurate	and	robust	retrievals	of	fluorescence—
were	the	main	motivation	for	this	workshop.	Current	measurements	of	fluorescence	are	far	
from	ideal	and	cannot	yet	compete	with	traditional	vegetation	remote	sensing	products	
(such	as	EVI	or	LAI),	mostly	because	of	the	sparse	spatio‐temporal	sampling	of	the	
instruments	designed	to	perform	greenhouse	gas	measurements	rather	than	to	identify	
vegetation	characteristics.		
In	this	section,	we	discuss	the	capabilities	and	shortcomings	of	current	measurements	of	SIF	
from	space,	current	and	future	retrieval	strategies,	differences	and	complementary	aspects	to	
classical	remote	sensing	techniques	as	well	as	an	outlook	on	space‐borne	SIF	retrievals	into	
the	future.	
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4.3.2 Retrieval	concept		
The	main	challenge	of	retrieving	fluorescence	is	to	disentangle	a	small	additive	radiance	
signal	emitted	from	plant	chloroplasts	from	the	much	larger	contribution	by	reflected	sun‐
light.	The	fluorescence	signal	at	760	nm	typically	only	contributes	about	0%	to	2%	to	the	
continuum	level	radiance.	At	the	short	wavelength	side	of	the	red‐edge,	however,	the	relative	
(not	absolute)	contribution	can	be	much	higher,	up	to	more	than	10%.		
A	review	of	fluorescence	retrievals	typically	used	in	the	field	can	be	found	in	Meroni	et	al.	
(2009).		
Ground‐based	measurements	have	the	advantage	that	atmospheric	scattering	between	the	
surface	and	the	sensor	is	negligible,	and	that	a	reference	measurement	panel	can	be	used	to	
characterize	the	irradiance	flux	at	the	surface,	enabling	the	exploitation	of	oxygen	bands	for	
fluorescence	retrievals	(thus	allowing	for	much	lower	spectral	resolution	and	simpler	
instrumentation).	We	found,	however,	that	atmospheric	scattering	and	fluorescence	signal	
cannot	be	unambiguously	discriminated	if	the	sensor	is	at	the	top	of	atmosphere		
(Frankenberg	et	al.	2011a,	2012).	That	scenario	also	obviates	the	retrieval	in	strongly	
scattering	scenes.	For	details,	we	refer	the	reader	to	the	workshop	presentation	videos	
(http://www.kiss.caltech.edu/workshops/photosynthesis2012/schedule.html)	and	recent	
publications	(Frankenberg	et	al.,	2011a,b;	Joiner	et	al	2011,	2012;	Guanter	et	al.,	2012).		
In	highly	heterogeneous	scenes	with	barren	soil	that	can	be	used	as	reference	targets,	the	use	
of	the	oxygen	bands	can	be	feasible	(e.g.,	Guanter	et	al.,	2010)	when	spatial	variability	in	
fluorescence	emissions	is	higher	than	variability	in	scattering	properties.	The	future	may	be	
in	a	combination	of	accurate	retrievals	based	on	Fraunhofer	lines	at	coarse	spatial	scales	
with	the	option	to	provide	sub‐pixel	information	based	on	data	with	lower	spectral	
resolution;	this	approach	would	be	constrained	by	the	accurate	super‐pixel	fluorescence	
retrieval	using	the	high	spectral	resolution	measurement.	(Essentially,	a	zoom	into	
homogeneous	scenes	where	the	oxygen	bands	can	be	highly	biased	is	not	necessary;	
however,		for	very	inhomogeneous	scenes,	high	spatial	resolution	using	the	O2‐A	band	can	be	
very	advantageous.)	These	effects	and	potentials	should	be	discussed	in	the	fluorescence	
research	community.	
4.3.3 Relation	to	other	reflectance‐based	remote	sensing			
Classical	remote	sensing	parameters	of	biochemical	and	structural	vegetation	properties	
such	as	EVI,	NDVI,	or	LAI	are	based	on	reflectances	at	different	wavelengths,	most	
importantly	channels	to	the	short‐	and	long‐wavelength	side	of	the	red	edge	(i.e.,	indicative	
of	chlorophyll	content	and	also	LAI).	The	individual	wavelengths	bands	at	which	reflectances	
are	measured	can	be	several	nanometers	wide,	allowing	for	high	spatial	resolution	because	
the	signal	level	is	high.	Global	measurements	of	vegetation	indices	have	been	instrumental	in	
our	understanding	of	the	carbon	cycle	(e.g.,	Myneni	et	al.,	2007),	for	they	provide	a	global	
picture	of	greenness	at	high	spatial	and	temporal	resolution.		
The	use	of	chlorophyll	fluorescence,	on	the	other	hand,	is	based	on	an	entirely	different	
concept,	both	from	a	retrieval	point	of	view	and	an	application	point	of	view.	Its	retrieval	is	
not	based	on	reflectances	but	rather	on	direct	retrieval	of	an	additive	radiance	term	(on	top	
of	a	large	background),	which	is	emanating	from	the	surface.	The	discrimination	from	the	
large‐background	radiance	requires	high	spectral	resolution,	which	makes	small	spatial	
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footprints	a	real	challenge,	especially	from	space.	However,	owing	to	the	nature	of	
fluorescence	retrievals,	even	large	footprints	provide	an	unbiased	estimator	of	the	average	
fluorescence	radiance	within	a	heterogeneous	footprint	(because	nonvegetative	areas,	in	
contrast	to	reflectance‐based	measurements,	do	not	contribute	signal).	As	fluorescence,	in	
the	absence	of	changes	in	fluorescence	yield,	is	directly	proportional	(linearly)	to	APAR,	the	
APAR	estimate	is	also	an	unbiased	average	even	for	heterogeneous	footprints.	This	is	a	
crucial	difference,	because	heterogeneous	footprints	(such	as	agricultural	fields	or	even	just	
patches	of	snow)	can	create	a	challenge	for	reflectance‐based	measurements.	Ground‐based	
validation	of	reflectance‐based	FAPAR	and	GPP	estimates	has	found	significant	biases	of	
satellite	data,	especially	over	agricultural	sites	and	grassland	(Turner	et	al.,	2005).	
Another	difference	is	susceptibility	to	atmospheric	disturbance	by	clouds	and	aerosols,	
which	can	bias	reflectances	and	which	thus	have	to	strongly	cloud	filtered	and/or	gap	filled	
with	observed	maxima	(Zhao	et	al.,	2010).	Chlorophyll	fluorescence	retrievals,	if	based	on	
Fraunhofer	lines,	have	been	shown	to	be	very	insensitive	to	atmospheric	scattering,	even	up	
to	few	optical	depths	(as	long	as	aerosols	are	not	strongly	absorbing).	Fluorescence	retrievals	
even	under	cloudy	conditions	can	thus	provide	insights	into	photosynthesis	under	rather	
diffuse	illumination.	This	aspect	is	of	particular	interest,	as	plants	and	the	process	of	
photosynthesis	are	known	to	be	more	efficient	when	the	diffuse	irradiance	fraction	
dominates	the	direct	fraction.	SIF	measurements	can	hence	facilitate	systematic	
investigations	of	differences	in	photosynthesis	caused	by	light	quality	at	global	scale;	SIF	
measurements	could	also	significantly	improve	the	mechanistic	representation	of	
photosynthesis	in	process	models	(e.g.,	DGVM).From	a	physiological	standpoint,	the	main	
difference	is	that	fluorescence	is	directly	related	to	the	photosynthesis	mechanism.	For	
instance,	Daumard	et	al.	(2011)	report	on	a	measurement	campaign	of	38	days	that	has	been	
carried	out	over	a	sorghum	field	and	that	continuously	measured	chlorophyll	content	and	
fluorescence.	Lack	of	rainfall	during	the	campaign	resulted	in	water	stress,	clearly	detectable	
in	reduced	fluorescence	as	NPQ‐reduced	fluorescence	and	photosynthesis	yield.	No	change	in	
chlorophyll	content	could	be	observed,	which	underlines	that	vegetation	indices	can	only	
capture	stress	signals	once	senescence	starts,	at	which	point	the	stress	may	be	irreversible.	
Fluorescence,	on	the	other	hand,	can	be	used	as	an	early	warning	for	drought	propagation	at	
stages	that	are	essentially	blind	spots	in	our	current	observing	system.	The	dynamic	
response	of	fluorescence	could	be	even	more	fully	exploited	if	measurements	are	made	at	
various	times	of	day,	instead	of	the	current	sun‐synchronous	low	Earth	orbits.	A	
geostationary	platform	of	a	suitable	instrument,	for	instance,	could	provide	fluorescence	
maps	during	different	stages	of	stress	within	a	day,	showing	decreased	fluorescence	yield	in	
the	early	afternoon	due	to	increased	evaporative	demand	and	subsequent	stomatal	closure	
(thus	increased	NPQ);	refer,	for	example,	to	Amoros‐Lopez	(2008)	or	Damm	et	al.	(2010)	for	
such	studies	on	leaf	and	canopy	scale.	
Vegetation	indices	as	fluorescence	should	not,	however,	be	seen	as	competing	quantities	in	
understanding	the	global	carbon	cycle.	Both	are	complementary,	and	each	has	its	advantages	
and	disadvantages.	Reflectance‐based	vegetation	indices	are	related	only	to	potential	
photosynthesis,	but	they	can	provide	a	far	more	detailed	picture	in	space	and	time	beause	
high	spectral	resolution	is	not	needed.	Fluorescence	is	a	much	better	predictor	of	actual	
photosynthetic	activity	(i.e.,	actual	instead	of	potential	photosynthesis)	and	is	very	
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responsive	to	early	(or	mild)	signs	of	stress.	The	nature	of	its	retrieval	from	space,	however,	
does	not	yet	allow	for	very	high	spatial	resolution	in	conjunction	with	global	coverage	and	
frequent	revisit	times.	Another	aspect	is	that	the	various	vegetation	variables	represent	
different	vegetation	properties,	including	biochemical,	structural,	and	functional	ones.	
Considering	the	time	kinetic	of	plant	adaptation	processes	to	changing	environmental	
conditions,	the	individual	vegetation	variables	are	complementary	and	represent	fast	
regulating	processes	(e.g.,	photosynthesis),	processes	at	intermediate	time	scale	(xanthophyll	
cycle,	pigment	decomposition),	and	long	term	processes	(leaf	and	canopy	growth)	(Hallik	et	
al.,	2012).	
4.3.4 Current	suite	of	satellites	capable	of	retrieving	fluorescence	
Pioneering	work	in	fluorescence	retrievals	has	first	been	performed	by	GOSAT	(Joiner	et	al.,	
2011;	Frankenberg	et	al.,	2011a,b;	Guanter	et	al.,	2012),	using	isolated	Fraunhofer	lines	
around	757	nm	and	770	nm.	These	are	currently	the	most	robust	retrievals,	especially	as	
these	measurements	are	relatively	close	to	the	fluorescence	emission	peak	near	740	nm.	
Joiner	et	al.	(2012)	have	shown	that	even	at	866	nm,	a	weak	fluorescence	signal	can	be	
retrieved	using	SCanning	Imaging	Absorption	SpectroMeter	for	Atmospheric	CHartographY	
(SCIAMACHY)	(Bovensmann	et	al.,	1999;	Joiner	et	al.,	2012)	with	moderate	spectral	
resolution	[full	width	at	half	maximum	(FWHM)∼0.5	nm)	by	making	use	of	a	rather	wide	
Fraunhofer	line.	While	high	spectral	resolution	is	crucial	to	resolve	(and	isolate)	Fraunhofer	
lines,	these	results	indicate	that	satellites	similar	to	SCIAMACHY,	such	as	Global	Ozone	
Monitoring	Experiment	(GOME,	GOME‐2),	may	still	have	the	potential	for	fluorescence	
retrievals,	albeit	at	lower	accuracy.		
4.3.5 Future	suite	of	satellites	capable	of	retrieving	fluorescence	
In	the	future,	multiple	satellites	will	allow	for	fluorescence	retrievals.	Even	though	there	is	
currently	only	one	mission	proposal	(FLEX)	dedicated	to	fluorescence	retrievals,	a	suite	of	
satellites	dedicated	to	measuring	greenhouse	gases	will	enable	fluorescence	retrievals	as	a	
by‐product.	(Albeit,	the	measurements	will	not	be	optimized	for	vegetation	remote	sensing	in	
terms	of	spatial	resolution	and	revisit	times.)	These	include	OCO‐2	(see	¶4.3.6)	as	well	as	
CarbonSat	(ESA),	GOSAT‐2	[a	cooperative	mission	by	Japan	Aerospace	Exploration	Agency,	
the	National	Institute	for	Environmental	Studies,	and	the	Ministry	of	the	Environment	
(JAXA/NIES/MOE)],	or	the	Chinese	carbon	dioxide	observation	satellite	(TanSAT).		
For	fluorescence	measurements,	a	geostationary	platform	(Key	et	al.,	2012)	would	be	very	
advantageous	as	fluorescence	could	be	measured	multiple	times	per	day	at	different	levels	of	
incoming	photosynthetic	radiation,	opening	up	new	ways	to	quantify	carbon	exchange	
dynamics.	OCO‐3,	if	launched	as	planned	on	the	International	Space	Station,	would	also	
deliver	measurements	at	different	times	of	day	owing	to	its	precessing	orbit.	Multiple	
measurements	per	day	over	the	same	area,	as	a	geostationary	vantage	point	would	allow,	are	
not	feasible	though.		
4.3.6 The	orbiting	carbon	observatory	prospects	for	fluorescence		
The	main	drawback	of	current	GOSAT	fluorescence	measurements	is	the	sparsity	of	data	in	
conjunction	with	relatively	high	single‐measurement	noise.	OCO‐2	covers	about	the	same	
wavelength	range	as	GOSAT;	in	other	words,	it	will	not	extend	the	wavelength	range	towards	
shorter	wavelengths	where	more	Fraunhofer	lines	could	be	measured	and	consequently	be	
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used	to	reduce	noise	in	fluorescence	retrievals.	Despite	somewhat	lower	spectral	resolutions,	
its	higher	signal‐to‐noise	ratio	will	enable	fluorescence	retrievals	with	slightly	better	single‐
measurement	precision	than	GOSAT.	The	biggest	difference,	however,	is	the	data	volume:	
GOSAT	records	one	interferogram	every	4	s	at	widely	spaced	geolocations,	while	OCO‐2	will	
record	8	spectra	every	0.33	s	in	a	continuous	(but	narrow)	swath	(Figure	4‐20).	This	means	
that	OCO‐2	will	deliver	about	100	times	more	spectra	than	GOSAT,	thereby	reducing	the	
standard	error	in	averaged	maps	by	a	factor	10.		
Even	though	OCO‐2	will	not	
map	the	entire	planet	(in	fact,	
it	will	map	much	less	than	5%	
of	it,	similar	to	GOSAT),	it	will	
be	a	step‐change	from	GOSAT,	
for	which	high	noise	currently	
hampers	the	exploitation	of	
the	full	scientific	potential.	The	
smaller	footprints	of	OCO‐2	as	
well	as	the	continuous	swath	
will	also	facilitate	potential	
validation.	In	addition,	the	
target	mode	will	provide	
thousands	of	measurements	in	
the	direct	vicinity	of	Total	Carbon	Column	Observing	Network	(TCCON)	sites	at	various	
viewing	angles,	enabling	detailed	spatial	mapping	for	a	few	dedicated	sites	as	well	as	studies	
of	directional	effects	of	fluorescence	emissions.	The	vegetation	community	should	be	made	
aware	of	this	potential	so	that	these	measurements	can	be	fully	exploited.		
4.3.7 Validation	Strategies	
Owing	to	the	nature	of	the	GOSAT	sampling	strategy	(see	Figure	4‐21),	validation	of	
fluorescence	(SIF)	is	challenging	because	there	is	no	continuous	swath,	and	individual	
measurement	samples	are	noisy.	
The	challenge	for	validating	retrieved	SIF	maps	is	their	coarse	resolution	(monthly	averages,	
2°	grid	cell	size).	Thus,	the	combined	use	of	observations	and	models	is	essential	for	such	a	
validation,	which	was	the	initial	intention	in	the	global	scale	comparisons	in	Frankenberg	et	
al.,	2011b.	Observations	provide	reference	SIF	measurements	and	auxiliary	data	for	data	
interpretation	(e.g.,	structural	and	functional	vegetation	variables,	meteorological	data,	other	
supporting	environmental	data),	whereas	models	are	required	not	only	to	extrapolate	
discontinuous	observations	to	relevant	larger	temporal	and	spatial	scales,	but	also	to	
theoretically	assess	various	aspects	related	to	the	retrieval	performance	under	controlled	
conditions.		
Applicable	observatories	to	provide	spatio‐temporal	data	for	validation	purposes	are	
satellites,	airborne	sensors,	and	in	situ	instrumentation.	At	present,	GOSAT	is	the	only	
satellite	mission	providing	global	maps	of	SIF	(especially	since	the	ENVISAT	failure,	with	the	
concurrent	loss	of	SCIAMACHY).	Upcoming	dedicated	missions	(i.e.,	ESA’s	future	Earth	
Explorer	mission	FLEX)	are	under	development	(Kraft	et	al.,	2012),	and	no	final	selection	
Figure 4‐20. Sampling patterns for GOSAT. (Left) Individual footprints 
recorded in step‐and‐stare more. (Right) Continuous narrow OCO‐2 
swath) 
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decision	has	been	made.	OCO‐2,	with	a	planned	launch	date	in	summer	2014,	would	be	the	
earliest	next	satellite	capable	of	fluorescence	retrievals,	so	data	will	not	be	available	for	at	
least	2	years	at	the	earliest.	However,	various	other	satellite	missions	already	provide	
complementary	data	products	(i.e.,	APAR,	chlorophyll	content)	and	estimates	of	
photosynthesis	based	on	different	concepts	[e.g.,	the	MODIS	GPP	product	(Running	et	al.,	
2004)]	at	respective	scales,	which	can	be	utilized	to	assess	the	sensitivity	of	SIF	for	functional	
changes	of	vegetation	canopies.	
Airborne	observatories	are	important	at	intermediate	scale	to	provide	a	link	between	field,	
regional,	and	global	scale	observations.	The	spatial	mismatch	between	both	airborne	and	
GOSAT	data	hinders	a	direct	comparison	but	will	be	feasible	for	the	OCO‐2,	which	provides	a	
continuous	swath	and	footprint	sizes	on	the	order	of	2	km2	to	3	km2.	The	intended	use	of	
airborne	sensors	would	be	the	collection	of	information	of	typical	SIF	ranges	over	selected	
ecosystems	during	the	phenological	cycle.	The	combination	of	snapshots	of	SIF	upscaled	with	
models	can	be	a	valuable	information	source	for	validating	global	maps	of	SIF	and	linking	the	
process‐based	understanding	on	the	local	scale	to	the	global	scale.	Only	a	few	airborne	
instruments	are	currently	suitable	to	measure	SIF	[most	importantly	the	Finnish	
Hyperspectral	Plant	Imaging	Spectrometer	(HyPlant)];	there	are	none	in	the	U.S.,	and	there	is	
no	spectrometer	world‐wide	that	matches	the	spectral	resolution	of	GOSAT	and	OCO‐2.	The	
specification	of	current	instruments	allows	retrieving	SIF	based	on	atmospheric	absorption	
bands	(i.e.,	oxygen	bands)	but	limits	the	application	of	GOSAT‐like	SIF	retrieval	based	on	
Fraunhofer	lines.	Thus,	a	validation	of	SIF	retrieved	with	comparable	concepts	is	currently	
almost	impossible,	but	at	least	a	relative	validation	would	be	possible.	
In	situ	observations	of	differential	atmospheric	CO2	concentrations	as	proxy	for	carbon	
sequestration	determined	by	plant	photosynthesis	using	networks	of	eddy	covariance	
towers	[i.e.,	FLUXNET,	a	network	of	regional	networks	(Baldocchi	et	al.,	2001)]	or	other	
techniques	(i.e.,	TCCON	(Wunch	et	al.,	2011))	are	valuable	to	assess	the	temporal	sensitivity	
of	SIF	for	changes	in	photosynthesis	at	ecosystem	level.	Further,	initiatives	like	the	National	
Ecosystem	Observatory	Network	(NEON)	(Keller	et	al.,	2008)	provide	extensive	observations	
of	functional	ecosystem	properties	and	environmental	conditions	to	increase	knowledge	on	
ecosystem	responses	to	environmental	change.	Data	and	the	knowledge	base	of	such	
observatories	offer	an	alternative	way	to	assess	the	sensitivity	of	SIF	to	changes	in	
photosynthesis	in	general	and	to	better	interpret	SIF	data	content	wise.	To	summarize,	there	
is	currently	no	extensive	ground‐based	network	that	continuously	measures	fluorescence,	
and	there	is	no	airborne	platform	that	matches	the	spectral	resolution	of	current	satellites.	
The	Fraunhofer	lines–based	retrieval	technique	may,	however,	enable	new	generations	of	
ground‐based	measurements	(Guanter	et	al.,	2013)	as	compact	high	resolution	
spectrometers	are	commercially	available	and	integration	times	can	be	sufficiently	long	to	
reach	necessary	signal‐to‐noise	ratios.	This	technique	will	make	continuous	monitoring	
easier	as	frequent	reference	target	measurements	are	unnecessary	and	retrievals	even	
possible	under	diffuse	light	conditions.	
In	addition,	coupled	radiative	transfer	(RT),	photosynthesis	and	energy	balance	models	[i.e.,	
SCOPE	(van	der	Tol	et	al.,	2009)]	are	essential	tools	to	understand	the	physiological	meaning	
of	SIF,	its	relation	to	carbon	exchange	as	well	as	to	biochemical	and	structural	plant	
properties,	and	its	response	to	environmental	conditions.	The	coupling	of	SCOPE‐like	models	
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with	atmospheric	RT	models	allows	propagation	of	emitted	SIF	radiation	from	the	vegetation	
canopy	through	the	atmosphere	to	the	sensor	level	and,	consequently,	enables	us	to	simulate	
apparent	SIF	at	satellite	level.	This	capability	is	interesting	as	it	is	an	independent	validation.	
However,	further	work	is	needed	to	consolidate	the	representation	of	fluorescence	in	such	
models	across	multiple	biomes	and	also	complex	canopy	structures.	(For	example,	canopy	
radiative	transfer	currently	has	to	be	largely	simplified.)	Models	(e.g.,	biosphere	models	or	
DGVMs)	are	at	present	the	only	tool	to	predict	photosynthesis	at	ecosystem	level	globally.	
The	comparison	of	photosynthesis	(GPP)	and	retrieved	SIF	offers	an	alternative	way	to	
empirically	validate	the	sensitivity	of	SIF	as	proxy	for	photosynthesis	(Frankenberg	et	al.,	
2011b).	Other	important	analytical	tools	are	end‐to‐end–like	simulators	in	combination	with	
local/global	sensitivity	analysis	to	quantify	SIF	retrieval	uncertainties	related	to	
instrumentation	and	methodology.		
The	validation	of	the	GOSAT	SIF	product	is	challenging,	but	several	strategies	that	combine	
observations	and	models	are	possible	to	assess	its	respective	accuracy	and	reliability.	
Validation	strategies	can	be	categorized	three	ways,	as	described	below.,	.	
1 The	assessment	of	SIF	signal	itself	(absolute	accuracy;	consistency	of	spatio‐temporal	
pattern)	
The	validation	of	retrieved	SIF	itself	requires	models	in	combination	with	systematic	
observations	covering	a	wide	range	of	SIF	emissions	at	relevant	spatio‐temporal	scales.	At	
present	only	airborne	observations	and	in	situ	instrumentation	are	applicable,	but	cross	
comparison	with	OCO‐2	will	be	possible	in	the	future.	Test	sites	across	various	ecosystems	
considering	latitudinal	diversity	should	be	identified	and	investigated	to	obtain	typical	
variations	of	SIF.	Existing	sites	and	infrastructure	in	frame	of,	for	example,	the	Spectral	
Network	[SpecNet	(Gamon	et	al.,	2006)],	could	be	evaluated	and,	if	required	and	possible,	
could	complement	relevant	fluorescence	instrumentation	or	be	adapted	with	specific	
measurement	protocols.	Dedicated	flight	experiments	using	airborne	observatories	are	
important	not	only	to	provide	additional	validation	data,	but	also	as	a	knowledge	base	for	
exceptional	findings	caused	by,	for	example,,	extreme	environmental	conditions.	This	option	
eventually	requires	the	development	of	a	new	airborne	sensor	if	available	instruments	are	
evaluated	as	unsuitable.	The	site	measurements	itself	have	to	be	aggregated	or	extrapolated	
using	specific	models	(e.g.,	SCOPE)	for	validating	GOSAT	SIF;	however,	we	see	potential	for	
the	OCO‐2	mission,	as	the	swath	is	continuous,	footprints	much	smaller,	and	data	amount	
100×	higher	(largely	reducing	the	precision	error	in	aggregated	maps).		
2 The	evaluation	of	the	causal	relationships	between	retrieved	SIF	and	environmental	
variables	or	ecosystem	properties	
	Underlying	physiology	makes	remotely	measured	SIF	more	sensitivity	to	the	process	of	
plant	photosynthesis	compared	to	greenness	based	variables.	A	second	strategy	to	validate	
GOSAT	SIF	can	focus	on	the	sensitivity	of	SIF	to	changes	in	the	functional	status	of	
ecosystems.	This	requires	extended	spatio‐temporal	measurements	of	ecosystem	and	
environmental	variables	as	available	from	various	satellites	(e.g.,	AVHRR,	MODIS)	or	
measurement	networks	(e.g.,	FLUXNET,	NEON).	Statistical	analysis	between	GOSAT	SIF	and	
measured	environmental	properties	that	considers	underlying	physiological	mechanisms	
could	be	applied	to	reveal	the	plausibility	of	SIF	and	the	added	value	compared	to	common	
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greenness‐based	remote	sensing	approaches.	Complementary	to	this,	DGVMs	can	be	used	to	
simulate	photosynthesis	at	ecosystem	scale;	the	results	can	be	then	compared	to	GOSAT	SIF	
and	eventually	allow	for	carbon	cycle	data	assimilation	using	actual	state	variables.	Findings	
and	observed	mechanistic	relationships	can	be	cross	checked	with	models	such	as	SCOPE.	
3 The	quantification	of	factors	influencing	and	potentially	disturbing	the	SIF	retrieval	
(e.g.,	atmospheric	absorption	and	scattering,	surface	anisotropy,	applied	methods,	and	
used	instrumentation)	
A	third	strategy	applicable	to	gathering	evidence	on	retrieved	SIF	is	a	theoretical	assessment	
of	uncertainties	related	to	the	various	retrieval	steps	and	instrumental	effects	based	on	
sensitivity	analysis	(Frankenberg	et	al.,	2012;	Guanter	et	al.,	2012)	in	combination	with	end‐
to‐end–like	simulators.	The	most	straightforward	validation	approach	currently	used	for	
GOSAT	is	to	ensure	that	vegetation‐free	areas	indeed	exhibit	zero	fluorescence	signal,	even	
under	various	signal	level	and	viewing	geometry	conditions.	The	zero‐level	offset	in	GOSAT	
O2‐A	band	spectra	and	its	time	dependence	currently	make	this	a	challenging	task	if	small	
variations	in	fluorescence	are	to	be	interpreted.	
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5. Future	plans	and	development	
5.1 Roadmap	for	technical	development		
In	order	to	enhance	current	photosynthesis	measurement	capabilities,		we	must	address	the	
lack	of	consistent	ground‐based	long‐term	datasets.	No	current	ground‐based	or	airborne	
instrument	has	a	spectral	resolution	that	matches	GOSAT	or	OCO‐2	performance;	i.e.,	there	is	
no	instrument	currently	available	that	can	easily	apply	the	robust	algorithms	now	developed	
for	satellites.	Current	measurements	are	mostly	based	on	retrievals	using	the	O2	bands,	
which	provide	highly	accurate	relative	fluorescence	levels	at	short	distances	but	that	are	
much	less	accurate	when	the	plant–observer	distance	is	greater	(e.g.,	from	aircraft	or	
helicopters).Therefore,	technical	development	is	needed	to	establish	a	consistent	ground‐
based	spectrometer	system	that	matches	the	spectral	resolution	of	satellites.	in	order	to	
validate	the	absolute	fluorescence	levels	observed	from	space	as	well	as	to	consolidate	
fluorescence‐GPP	modeling.	The	following	steps	must	be	taken	to	develop	high–spectral	
resolution	spectrometers	for	ground‐based	long‐term	measurements	as	well	as	for	airborne	
system	(aircraft	or	helicopter):		
 Design	high‐spectral	resolution	spectrometers	covering	the	entire	red‐edge	
and	fluorescence	emission	spectrum	(either	2D	push‐broom	grating	
spetrometers	or	rely	on	the	proven	GOSAT	FTS	system	if	full	mapping	is	not	
required).	
 Evaluate	potential	of	exisiting	(e.g.,	Ocean	Optics,	Avantes)	high‐resolution	
spectrometers	for	operational	ground‐based	studies.		
5.2 Recent	and	planned	papers		
5.2.1 Published	papers	
Frankenberg,	C.,	Butz,	A.,	and	Toon,	G.	C.	(2011).	Disentangling	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	
atmospheric	scattering	effects	in	O‐2	A‐band	spectra	of	reflected	sun‐light.	Geophysical	
Research	Letters,	38(3),	L03801.	doi:10.1029/2010GL045896.	
Frankenberg,	C.,	Fisher,	J.,	Worden,	J.,	Badgley,	G.,	Saatchi,	S.,	Lee,	J.‐E.,	et	al.	(2011).	New	
global	observations	of	the	terrestrial	carbon	cycle	from	GOSAT:	Patterns	of	plant	
fluorescence	with	gross	primary	productivity.	Geophysical	Research	Letters,	38(17),	L17706.	
Frankenberg,	C.,	O'Dell,	C.,	Guanter,	L.,	and	McDuffie,	J.	(2012).	Remote	sensing	of	near‐
infrared	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	space	in	scattering	atmospheres:	implications	for	its	
retrieval	and	interferences	with	atmospheric	CO2	retrievals.	Atmospheric	Measurement	
Techniques,	5(8),	2081–2094.	doi:10.5194/amt‐5‐2081‐2012.	
Guanter,	L.,	Frankenberg,	C.,	Dudhia,	A.,	Lewis,	P.	E.,	Gómez‐Dans,	J.,	Kuze,	A.,	et	al.	(2012).	
Retrieval	and	global	assessment	of	terrestrial	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	GOSAT	space	
measurements.	Remote	Sensing	of	Environment,	121,	236–251.	doi:10.1016/j.rse.2012.02.006	
Guanter,	L.,	Rossini,	M.,	Colombo,	R.,	Meroni,	M.,	Frankenberg,	C.,	Lee,	J.‐E.,	and	Joiner,	J.	
(2013).	Using	field	spectroscopy	to	assess	the	potential	of	statistical	approaches	for	the	
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retrieval	of	sun‐induced	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	ground	and	space.	Remote	Sensing	of	
Environment,	133,	52–61.	doi:10.1016/j.rse.2013.01.017	
Joiner,	J.,	Yoshida,	Y.,	Vasilkov,	A.	P.,	Yoshida,	Y.,	Corp,	L.	A.,	and	Middleton,	E.	M.	(2011).	First	
observations	of	global	and	seasonal	terrestrial	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	space.	
Biogeosciences,	8(3),	637–651.	doi:10.5194/bg‐8‐637‐2011.	
Joiner,	J.,	Yoshida,	Y.,	Vasilkov,	A.	P.,	Middleton,	E.	M.,	Campbell,	P.	K.	E.,	Yoshida,	Y.,	et	al.	
(2012).	Filling‐in	of	near‐infrared	solar	lines	by	terrestrial	fluorescence	and	other	
geophysical	effects:	simulations	and	space‐based	observations	from	SCIAMACHY	and	GOSAT.	
Atmospheric	Measurement	Techniques,	5(4),	809–829.	doi:10.5194/amt‐5‐809‐2012.	
Lee,	J.	E.,	Frankenberg,	C.,	van	der	Tol,	C.,	Berry,	J.,	Guanter,	L.,	Fisher,	J.,	Boyce,	K.,	Morrow,	E.,	
Asefi,	S.,	Badgley,	G.,	Saatchi,	S.	(in	press).	Amazonian	productivity	to	seasonal	water	stress:	
observations	from	GOSAT	chlorophyll	fluorescence,	Proceedings	of	the	Royal	Society	B.	
5.2.2 Planned	papers	
The	workshop	team	plans	to	write	and	publish	papers		related	to	a	general	review	of	the	
underlying	mechanics	of	the	SIF‐GPP	linkage,	papers	related	to	exploiting	the	GOSAT	dataset,	
and	papers	describing	the	use	of	future	space‐based	measurements.		
5.3 How	team	will	continue	to	move	work	forward	
The	workshop	team	was	very	diverse,	both	in	terms	of	nationalities	and	basic	science	
background.	The	workshop	facilitated	new	collaborations	between	several	team	members	
that	will	allow	participants	to	explore	scientific	possibilities	and	common	interests	as	well	as	
to	develop	proposals	for	future	technical	development.	
5.4 Lessons	learned	
In	order	to	develop	a	common	language	and	introduce	the	main	ideas	to	all	workshop	
participants,	the	workshop	began	with	a	short	course	on	the	global	carbon	cycle,	
photosynthesis	and	chlorophyll	fluorescence,	and	retrieval	of	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	
space.	During	the	workshop,	each	speaker	presented	material	to	introduce	the	topic	to	
colleagues	who	specialized	in	other	fields.	Nevertheless,	we	realized	that	we	should	have	
spent	somewhat	more	time	on	the	basics	(e.g.,	the	sudden	jump	into	the	details	of	
photosynthesis	and	fluorescence	confused	many	people,	who	lost	track	of	the	link	between	
SIF	and	GPP).	To	some	degree,	this	is	also	true	for	the	field	in	general,	where	skepticism	may	
arise	because	the	problem	is	complex.	However,	most	other	plant‐related	research,	even	if	
based	on	simple	vegetation	indices,	is	at	least	as	complex,	which	is	now	often	forgotten	just	
because	the	product	is	established.	Therefore,	in	future	workshops,	we	will	focus	on	the	
basics	first	before	discussing	potential	pitfalls	in	interpretation.	
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6. Conclusions	
The	New	Methods	for	Measurements	of	Photosynthesis	from	Space	workshop	focused	on	a	
newly	developed	capacity	to	monitor	chlorophyll	fluorescence	from	terrestrial	vegetation	by	
satellite.	This	revolutionary	approach	for	retrieving	global	observations	of	SIF	promises	to	
provide	direct	and	spatially	resolved	information	on	GPP,	an	ideal	bottom‐up	complement	to	
the	atmospheric	net	CO2	exchange	inversions	and	a	valuable	addition	to	the	tool	box	for	
monitoring	and	modeling	of	the	terrestrial	biosphere.	Workshop	participants	included	key	
members	of	several	communities:	plant	physiologists	with	experience	using	active	
fluorescence	methods	to	quantify	photosynthesis;	ecologists	and	radiative	transfer	experts	
who	are	studying	the	challenge	of	scaling	from	the	leaf	to	regional	scales;	atmospheric	
scientists	with	experience	retrieving	photometric	information	from	space‐borne	
spectrometers;	and	carbon	cycle	experts	who	are	integrating	new	observations	into	models	
that	describe	the	exchange	of	carbon	between	the	atmosphere,	land	and	ocean.	
The	difficulty	of	resolving	SIF	from	the	overwhelming	flux	of	reflected	sunlight	in	the	spectral	
region	where	fluorescence	occurs	was	once	a	major	impediment	to	making	this	
measurement.	Placement	of	very	high	spectral	resolution	spectrometers	on	GOSAT	(and	
other	greenhouse	gas–sensing	satellites)	has	enabled	retrievals	based	on	in‐filling	of	solar	
Fraunhofer	lines,	enabling	accurate	fluorescence	measurements	even	in	the	presence	of	
moderately	thick	clouds.	Perhaps	the	most	interesting	challenge	here	is	that	there	is	no	
readily	portable	ground‐based	instrumentation	that	even	approaches	the	capability	of	
GOSAT	and	other	planned	greenhouse	gas	satellites.	This	strongly	limits	scientists’	ability	to	
conduct	ground‐based	studies	to	characterize	the	footprint	of	the	GOSAT	measurement	and	
to	conduct	studies	of	radiation	transport	needed	to	interpret	SIF	measurement.	
Workshop	presentations	reviewed	the	basic	mechanisms	that	underlie	this	phenomenon,	
and	examined	modeling	tools	that	have	been	developed	to	simulate	SIF	in	land	surface	and	
carbon	cycle	models.	Another	focus	of	the	workshop	explored	a	“top‐down”	view	of	the	SIF	
signal	from	space.	Early	studies	clearly	identified	a	strong	correlation	between	the	strength	
of	this	signal	and	our	best	estimate	of	the	rate	of	photosynthesis	(GPP)	over	the	globe.	New	
studies	show	that	this	observation	provides	improvements	over	conventional	reflectance‐
based	remote	sensing	in	detecting	seasonal	and	environmental	(particularly	drought	related)	
modulation	of	photosynthesis.	Apparently	SIF	responds	much	more	quickly	and	with	greater	
dynamic	range	than	typical	greenness	indices	when	GPP	is	perturbed.	
It	is	noted	that	this	topic	represents	an	opportunity	for	forging	a	deep	connection	between	
scientists	doing	basic	research	in	photosynthetic	mechanisms	and	the	more	applied	
community	doing	research	on	the	Earth	System.	Too	often	these	connections	have	gotten	lost	
in	empiricism	associated	with	the	coarse	scale	of	global	models.	Chlorophyll	fluorescence	has	
been	a	major	tool	for	basic	research	in	photosynthesis	for	nearly	a	century.	SIF	observations	
from	space,	although	sensing	a	large	footprint,	probe	molecular	events	occurring	in	the	
leaves	below.	This	offers	an	opportunity	for	direct	mechanistic	insight	that	is	unparalleled	for	
studies	of	biology	in	the	Earth	System.	
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Appendix	A:	Workshop	participants	
Name  Institution  E‐mail 
Leads	
Joseph Berry  Carnegie Institution for 
Science 
jberry@carnegiescience.edu 
Christian Frankenberg  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  Christian.Frankenberg@jpl.nasa.gov
Paul Wennberg  California Institute of 
Technology 
wennberg@gps.caltech.edu 
Participants	
Ian Baker  Colorado State University  baker@atmos.colostate.edu 
Kevin Bowman  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  kevin.w.bowman@jpl.nasa.gov 
Saulo Castro‐Contreras  University of Alberta  scastro@ualberta.ca 
Maria Pilar Cendrero‐
Mateo 
University of Arizona  mapilarcm@email.arizona.edu 
Alexander Damm  University of Zurich  alexander.damm@geo.uzh.ch 
Scott Denning1  Colorado State University  scott.denning@colostate.edu 
Darren Drewry  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  Darren.T.Drewry@jpl.nasa.gov 
Bethany Ehlmann  California Institute of 
Technology 
ehlmann@caltech.edu 
Joshua Fisher  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  Joshua.B.Fisher@jpl.nasa.gov 
Jaume Flexas  Universitat de les Illes 
Balears 
(The University of the 
Balearic Islands 
Palma, Balearic Islands, 
Spain) 
jaume.flexas@uib.es 
John Gamon  University of Alberta  jgamon@gmail.com 
																																																								
1	Scott	Denning	was,	unfortunately,	unable	to	attend	the	workshop	
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Name  Institution  E‐mail 
Bernard Genty  Centre national de la 
recherche scientifique 
(CNRS, 
The National Center for 
Scientific Research) 
CEA Cadarache (in southern 
France) 
bernard.genty@cea.fr 
Luis Guanter  University of Oxford 
(now affiliated with Free 
University Berlin) 
luis.guanter@wew.fu‐berlin.de 
Thomas Hilker  Oregon State University  thomas.hilker@oregonstate.edu 
Joanna Joiner  NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center 
joanna.joiner@nasa.gov 
Martin Jung  Max Planck Institute for 
Biogeochemistry 
mjung@bgc‐jena.mpg.de 
Le (Elva) Kuai  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  Le.Kuai@jpl.nasa.gov 
Jung‐Eun Lee  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  Jung‐Eun.Lee@jpl.nasa.gov 
Junjie Liu  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  Junjie.Liu@jpl.nasa.gov 
Anna Michalak  Carnegie/Stanford  michalak@stanford.edu 
Charles Miller  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  charles.e.miller@jpl.nasa.gov 
Christopher O'Dell  Colorado State University  odell@atmos.colostate.edu 
Nicholas Parazoo  Jet Propulsion Laboratory  Nicholas.C.Parazoo@jpl.nasa.gov 
Albert Porcar‐Castell  University of Helsinki  joan.porcar@helsinki.fi 
Christopher Schwalm  Northern Arizona 
University 
christopher.schwalm@nau.edu 
Christian van der Tol  ITC‐University of Twente 
(Enschede, Netherlands) 
tol@itc.nl 
Debra Wunch  California Institute of 
Technology 
dwunch@caltech.edu 
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Appendix	B:	Workshop	agendas	
Sunday, August 26, 2012—Hameetman Auditorium—Cahill Building, open to all 
Time  Short Course  Speaker 
12:30–1:00  Coffee and refreshments 
1:00–1:05  Introduction  Team Leads 
1:05–2:20  The global carbon cycle, an overview (includes 15 minutes for Q+A)  Ian Baker 
2:20–2:30  Mini‐break for stretching between lectures 
3:30–4:45  A primer into photosynthesis and chlorophyll fluorescence (includes 15 minute for Q+A)  Joe Berry 
4:45–5:15  Short break 
5:15–6:30  Retrieval of chlorophyll fluorescence from space (+ 15 minutes for Q+A) 
Christian 
Frankenberg 
6:30–7:45  On site, informal dinner provided by KISS for all short course attendees (not only core participants) 
7:45  Short Course concludes 
Monday, August 27, 2012—Third Floor—Keith Spalding Building 
Theme: Chlorophyll fluorescence across spatial scales 
(molecular, leaf level, canopy, mixed vegetation) 
	
Time  Workshop  Speaker 
8:00–8:30  Coffee and refreshments 
8:30–9:00  Introduction to the Institute and to KISS  Michele Judd 
9:00–10:15  Short presentations of participants (max 2–3 minutes each)  All 
10:15–10:45  Break 
10:45–11:45  Biophysical mechanisms of fluorescence and its relation to GPP (incl. 15 min Q+A) 
Joe Berry + 
Bernard Genty 
11:45–12:45  Recap of fluorescence retrieval techniques from ground and space (incl. 15 min. Q+A)  
Luis Guanter  + 
Joanna Joiner 
12:45–2:15  KISS Lunch at the Athenaeum 
2:15–3:15  Fluorescence scaling from the leaf to the canopy level (incl. 15 min Q+A) 
Christiaan van 
der Tol 
3:15–3:45 
Open issues: Do we have adequate knowledge of 
fluorescence principles to relate emission to GPP, where 
are the uncertainties? (incl. 10 min Q+A) 
Albert Porcar‐
Castell 
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Time  Workshop  Speaker 
3:45–4:15  Break 
4:15–4:45 
Group Discussion: Do we have adequate knowledge of 
fluorescence principles to relate emission to GPP, where 
are the uncertainties? 
Moderator:  
Christiaan van 
der Tol 
4:45–5:45 
Fluorescence: Lessons learned from ground‐based and 
airborne studies (for FLEX mission preparation and others). 
(incl. 15 min Q+A) 
Alexander 
Damm 
6:00–9:00   opening KISS Dinner on the Athenaeum Lawn 
Tuesday, August 28, 2012—Keith Spalding Building—Third Floor Theme: Global carbon 
cycle modeling of GPP and atmospheric inversions of net fluxes. 
8:00–8:30  Coffee and refreshments 
8:30–9:30  Stress responses of terrestrial vegetation and their manifestation in fluorescence and GPP. (incl. 15 min Q+A)  Jaume Flexas 
9:30–10:30  Introduction into terrestrial vegetation modeling on the global scale (incl. 15 min Q+A)  Josh Fisher 
10:30–11:00  Break 
11:00–12:00  Statistical GPP up‐scaling approaches (incl. 15 min Q+A)  Martin Jung 
12:00–12:30  Group Discussion: Vegetation modeling  Moderator: Ian Baker 
12:30–2:00  KISS Lunch at the Athenaeum 
2:00–2:45 
How should/could fluorescence be integrated into carbon 
cycle models? (incl. 10 min Q+A for each) 
Christiaan van 
der Tol (SCOPE) 
2:45–3:30 
Jung‐Eun Lee 
and Ian Baker 
(SiB) 
3:30–4:00  Break 
4:00–4:30  Atmospheric CO2 data, lessons learned from ground‐based data, TCCON and satellites  Paul Wennberg  
4:30–5:00  Source/sink inversions based on atmospheric CO2 data, statistical tools  Anna Michalak 
5:00–5:30  Source/sink inversions based on atmospheric CO2 data, general inversions  Kevin Bowman 
6:00–8:00  No‐Host Dinner in Pasadena  
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Time  Workshop  Speaker 
Wednesday, August 29, 2012—Keith Spalding Building—Third Floor Theme: Linking 
interdisciplinary boundaries: How do we best combine chlorophyll fluorescence from space 
with atmospheric CO2 observations in a carbon cycle perspective 
8:00–8:30  Coffee and refreshments 
8:30–9:15  Potential ancillary data products: Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI) and others (incl. 10 min Q+A) 
Thomas Hilker 
(PRI) 
9:15–10:00 
What others observations are needed in addition to 
fluorescence (e.g., from MODIS, MERIS, vegetation types, 
meteorology, etc.) for a robust GPP estimate? Lessons 
learned from FLEX, path to potential future missions.(incl. 
10 min Q+A) 
Luis Guanter  
10:00–10:30  Break 
10:30–11:30  Group Discussion: Given what we know now, what would the ideal fluorescence mission look like? 
Moderator: 
Christian 
Frankenberg 
11:30–1:30  Poster session combined with on‐site Pizza lunch  All 
1:00–5:30  Team activity (Griffith Observatory or Mount Wilson)  All 
6:00–8:00  No‐Host Dinner in Pasadena  
Thursday, August 30, 2012—Keith Spalding Building—Third Floor 
Theme: Linking fluorescence and atmospheric CO2 + breakout sessions 
8:00–8:30  Coffee and refreshments 
8:30–9:15  How can we combine the complementary information from fluorescence and atmospheric CO2? (incl. 15 min Q+A)  Kevin Bowman 
9:15–10:00  How can we combine the complementary information from fluorescence and atmospheric CO2? (incl. 15 min Q+A)  Anna Michalak 
10:00–10:30 
Group Discussion: How can we combine the 
complementary information from fluorescence and 
atmospheric CO2? Missing pieces? 
Moderator: Scott 
Denning 
10:30–11:00  Break 
11:00–12:30 
Breakout sessions (Fluorescence Modeling, Fluorescence 
retrieval, use of fluorescence in global carbon cycle 
models) 
All 
12:30–2:00  No‐host lunch break  
2:00–2:30  Breakout sessions continued   All 
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Time  Workshop  Speaker 
2:30‐3:30  Group Discussion: Breakout session feedback from the larger group  All 
3:30–4:00  Break 
4:00–5:00  Preparation of breakout session results + discussion material  All 
6:00–8:00  Dinner at The Athenaeum  
Friday, June 29, 2012—Keith Spalding Building—Third Floor 
8:00–8:30  Coffee and refreshments 
8:30–9:30  Summary + discussion of carbon cycle breakout session  Moderator: Paul Wennberg 
9:30–10:30  Summary + discussion of fluorescence principles session  Moderator: Joe Berry 
10:30–11:00  Break 
11:00–12:00  Summary + discussion of fluorescence retrievals and "the optimal measurement" 
Moderator: 
Christian 
Frankenberg 
12:00–1:00  Informal lunch on site 
1:00–2:30 
Open discussion: Identify open issues needed to be 
addressed to fully exploit the fluorescence potential from 
space, also wrt to the OCO‐2 mission or dedicated mission 
proposals 
All: Plan future activities, scientific collaborations. 
Moderator: 
Team Leads 
2:30–3:00  Break 
3:00–4:30  Prepare report outline  All  
4:30  Workshop concludes 
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